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Executive Summary
For the spring 2010 semester at Bradley University, the Interactive Media 313
class developed a casual game to be released on a mobile platform.
The first half of the class focused on design. After coming up with an initial idea,
we developed a treatment and an outline, where we had to think of every possible
element we would include in the game and how it would interact with the other elements.
We focused on our target demographic and came up with a user profile, before imagining
what a potential user would think while playing our game. Early on, we laid out a
production schedule that would be followed for the rest of the semester to help keep us on
target for deliverable dates.
The other half focused on building the game we had designed in the first half.
Our builds were guided by two usability tests we conducted, where we gained feedback
from users outside of the class who didn’t know exactly what we were working on.
While we delivered further iterations from the paper/Flash test and the alpha test, those
were the most important ones because of the user feedback.
Overall, we estimate over 500 hours went into production of the game between all
of the group members. The class taught us how to work in a professional environment
and why usability testing is important, as well as giving us a new respect for how even
mobile or Flash games are created.
This document shows our process in detail.
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Mission Statement
For Interactive Media 313 at Bradley University, we were tasked with creating an
engaging casual game that can be deployed on a mobile platform. The game was
originally slated to be released on the iPhone and iPod Touch, but due to the Flash tug-ofwar between Apple and Adobe, we wound up planning a release for the Android
operating system.
Under the guidance and direction of instructor and department head Jim Ferolo,
and with the assistance of Bradley University alumnus Harry Williams, we went forth.
We named our team DJ DAK, after all of our first initials.
•

David Diaz – Dixon, Ill. David is a senior interactive media student and was
responsible for the programming.

•

Jay Vasse – Louisville, Kent. Jay is a junior interactive media major and business
minor, and was tasked with the animation of the walk cycles, eating cycles, and
the poison states.

•

Darion Clay – Chicago, Ill. Darion is a junior interactive media student and was
responsible for some of the bandage wrap animations and all of the audio assets.

•

Adam Bockler – Metamora, Ill. Adam is a junior interactive media major and
journalism minor. He was the team leader and focused on organizing schedules
for the group and the usability tests, animating the bandages, and maintaining the
documents.

•

Kristen DeRosier – Vernon Hills, Ill. Kristen is a graphic design and interactive
media double major responsible for designing the assets and the interface.
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Treatment
Overview
Egyptian Bug Slayer is a race against time; the player is presented with a skeleton
that needs to be turned into a mummy before the bugs in the room can devour what's left.
The bandages are set and wrap on their own, as the user must focus on keeping the bugs
away from the mummification process, either by flicking them away or using an item to
hinder their process. The game will utilize the multitouch function of Android phones. It
is intended to be a casual game, playable by anyone for short bursts of time, which is
ideal for a handheld device.

Visual Layout
The color scheme for the game will be a golden-yellow, orange, and brown to
mimic the sand, sun, and yellow colors one can see throughout Egyptian art. There will
be no solid black in the game, instead replacing all dark areas with a very deep brown.
Limiting the entire game to this color scheme would make for a dull screen, however, so
the most interactive elements in the game - the bugs and items on the HUD - will include
other colors as well. This will lead to easier gameplay, as the user is able to pick out what
can be interacted with through even a fleeting glance by observing the color alone.
Overall, the theme will be based on the setting, ancient Egypt. There will be a strong use
of Egyptian symbols, as they are easily recognized and plentiful. For example, the Eye of
Ra symbol will be used on the poison icon, as the Eye of Ra symbolizes divine
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protection. The poison will protect the user from the bugs for a period of time. The bugs
themselves will be stylized to match an Egyptian painting, with a very two-dimensional,
flat feeling.
Every screen will have the "menu" items on the right-hand side of the screen. On
the intro page, this includes the "Play," "Instructions," and "Credits" buttons. On the
main gameplay screen, the HUD (heads-up display) will also be on the right-hand side,
displaying both the poison and the wrap, as well as the score and time. This will lead to a
smooth gameplay, as the user will know where to expect objects to be located.

Game Mechanics – How it will be made, controls, leveling
As an Android-based game, our game will rely on multitouch capabilities. We
will use Flash CS4 to write the ActionScript 3.0, and use GestureWorks to get the
multitouch functionality working.
The controls themselves would be fairly simple. Users will use their thumbs (or
whichever fingers they prefer) to drag the bandages that will wrap various mummy
appendages, as well as to swat away the bugs.
Users do not have to worry about wrapping the bandages around each time. They
simply must drag them from their inventory to the appendage, and it will wrap
automatically. Their main focus will be to keep the bugs from eating the mummy’s
rotting bones.
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There will be five levels – each leg and each arm and the head. As far as bugs go,
we envision a spider, a scarab beetle, and a scorpion. With each appendage comes more
bugs, increasing the difficulty level.
Users will also have the option of using special objects, such as poison and a
hammer, to buy them some time against the bugs.
Because almost anybody can identify with Egyptian mummies, there really is no
key demographic. This is a game for everyone to enjoy. However, the fact that bugs are
eating away at a mummy’s bone may be downright gross for some people – specifically a
younger audience – so this may be more well-suited to high school and college students.

Audio – Music and sound effects
To enhance the experience, music tracks tying into the theme will be developed.
For example, as levels advance, the tempo of the background music will change slightly
to reflect the increase in bug speed. The bugs themselves will also make their own
individual eating noise.
Sound effects for the special elements – poison and hammer – are must-haves to
tie them into the game.
We will also need sound effects for the animation of when a specific part of the
mummy is wrapped.
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Interaction
This is intended to be a simple game. Everybody is probably used to flicking
bugs away from them. We are taking advantage of a natural human reaction and utilizing
it in our gestural game.
In other words, the interaction seems to be relatively intuitive.

Scoring
The scoring will be determined based on how much – or how little – of the
mummy’s bones have been eaten. The more mummy that is wrapped at the end of the
level, the higher the score will be. Users will also earn more points for how many bugs
they are able to flick away and for how quickly they are able to correctly wrap the
mummy.
Using special objects will not affect the overall score.

Norman’s Three Levels of Design
At the visceral level, humans aren’t too fond of bugs. They will want to swat
them away as soon as they see them munching on their mummy. Seeing a mummy’s
bones isn’t the most settling image, so starting to wrap them up should be the initial goal
a user has in mind. The sounds of the bugs will also add to the initial desire to get rid of
them, as it is a noise most people could do without. Beyond just the visceral reaction to
the main enemy in the game, the user should be able to recognize the graphics as familiar,
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as they will be modeled after ancient Egyptian life. The color scheme and design will
bring a certain familiarity that will make them comfortable with the setting.
Behaviorally, people are used to swatting. The flicking motion should be natural,
as not too many people squash a bug with their bare hands. The special objects will use
other natural actions, which will make use of the Android's multitouch function. The
poison can be drag-and-dropped onto a specific area, and a double-tap will employ the
hammer.
Reflectively, there isn’t much valuable learning happening. But a user may want
to play again, knowing how to better employ the hammer, for example. Plus, people are
generally happy when they’ve completed something. Even if it’s a time-killer app, the
user should still appreciate the wait before a meeting or the ride home, provided they're
not driving.
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Figure 1: Block diagram for the opening screen
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Figure 2: Block diagram for the gameplay

Outline
•

Play
o The user will wrap the mummy from bottom to top by dragging bandages
to specific parts of specific sections of the body.
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•

o In between completing a level and going to another one, we will have the
user assume that above the elbow and knee joints and around the groin, the
bandage wrapping will continue.
 Left leg
• Pinky toe
• Ring toe
• Middle toe
• Fore toe
• Big toe
• The rest of the left foot and leg below the knee
 Right leg
• Pinky toe
• Ring toe
• Middle toe
• Fore toe
• Big toe
• The rest of the right foot and leg below the knee
 Left arm
• Pinky finger
• Ring finger
• Middle finger
• Fore finger
• Thumb
• The rest of the left hand and arm below the elbow
 Right arm
• Pinky finger
• Ring finger
• Middle finger
• Fore finger
• Thumb
• The rest of the right hand and arm below the elbow
 Head
o The hammer will cause damage to each bone section when it is hit.
Hitting a bone three times will result in that bone being rendered
unwrappable.
Heads-Up Display
o The 320px-by-480px HUD during gameplay will display the following
items:
 The body part
 The bugs attacking the body part
 A small inventory to one side containing bandages and poison
 Time
• The user will have a set amount of time to complete each
level so they can’t rack up an infinite amount of points.
• These times will decrease as the game advances.
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•

•

Progress
• The user will be able to see how much progress they have
made by viewing the wrapped state of the body part.
• In the first level, the user will have one minute to
completely wrap at least 80 percent of the skeleton.
o The user will have less time in each subsequent
level.
o Right after the user has completed a level, the HUD will display:
 A percentage showing how much of the mummy’s remains were
wrapped for that level
 A time showing how long it took to complete the level
 How many overall points the user has
Instructions
o This section tells the user how to play our game.
 In short, the user must wrap as much of the mummy in tact as
possible before bugs try to eat away at it!
• Drag and drop the bandages to a specific body part.
• Flick away or crush the bugs with fingers on both hands.
• The type of bug the user eliminates determines points.
• Poison can only be used once per level. After a certain
amount, points can get you two jars of poison.
Credits
o We get our names placed here!
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Figure 3: Initial concept art for the bugs
Bugs
• As the levels advance, the speed with which the bugs attack the skeleton will
increase.
o Spider
 Damage inflicted to the bone for every three bites
 States
• Alive and moving
• Flying off the screen
o The user can flick the spider away.
• Poisoned
o The spider will be stunned.
• There is no hammer.
o Our assumption is the spider will be too swift to fall
victim to the hammer to mimic spiders that are
quick in real life. This is its defense mechanism.
o Scarab Beetle
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Damage inflicted to the bone for every two bites
States
• Alive and moving
• Pushed off the screen
o The scarab will need to be flicked as many times as
it takes to be dragged off the screen.
• Smashed
o The user must double-tap the beetle to use the
hammer. After five times of trying to crack through
the hard shell, the bug will finally be destroyed.
There will be states for each smashed version. This
is the scarab’s defense mechanism.
• Poisoned
o The scarab will be stunned.
o Scorpion
 Damage inflicted to the bone for every single bite
 States
• Alive and moving
• Poisoned
o This is the only way to delay the scorpion.
• Stinging
o The scorpion cannot be touched with a single click
or else it will sting the user. This is the scorpion’s
defense mechanism.
o This stops the user from performing any action for 2
seconds.

Figure 4: Next iterations of the bugs
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Inventory
• Bandages
o There is an infinite supply of bandages that automatically appears.
o States
 Ready
 Using
 Used
• Poison
o This automatically appears.
o It can only be used once per level.
o A score multiplier will allow it to be used more than once.
o The user will drag and drop this to a particular area to stun the bugs in that
area
 This will stun the bugs for 2 seconds
 The bugs can still be flicked away while they are stunned
o It will have the same effect no matter what bugs are on the screen.
o States
 Ready
 Using
 Used
• Hammer
o This does not automatically appear. It is the presumed object in use when
double-tapping the screen. By removing it from the HUD, we conserve
some screen real estate.
o Use of the hammer will be reflected in the bugs’ smashed states.
Scoring
o A user’s score will be based on the interactions the user has with the bugs.
o User actions
o Flick
 Flicking the spider will earn the user +5 points.
 Flicking the scarab beetle will earn the user +1 point for every
successful flick. So if the user successfully eliminates the
beetle with five flicks, it will also earn the user +5 points.
 Remember: the scorpion cannot be touched with a single-tap
because it will sting the user.
o Squash with the hammer
 Squashing the beetle takes the most time, so it will earn the
user +30 points.
 Squashing the scorpion earns the user +10 points.
 Remember: the spider cannot be squashed because it is too
swift to be caught under the hammer.
o Bug bites
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o The spider costs the user -1 point for every completed bite.
o The scarab beetle costs the user -20 points for every completed bite.
o The scorpion costs the user -5 points for every completed bite.
Interface
o These elements were described previously in this outline.
o Skeleton
o Bugs
 Spider, scarab beetle, scorpion
o Inventory
 Bandages
 Poison
 Score
 Pause button

Figure 5: Our initial node map for the opening screen
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Figure 6: Our initial flow chart for gameplay
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Content Plan
There is a decent amount of media needed for this project. There will be music,
sound effects, animation, original art, and picture references for various elements
representing ancient Egyptian times.
Let's start with music and sound effects. Music will play on the title screen with
low background music for each level. Each level will have a slightly varied musical
score. The levels will have the same melody overall, but will feature different kicks.
Each level may represent a faster tone as the difficulty increases. The music will be
made in FL Studio and put into MP3 format.
The sound effects will come from either FL Studio or various websites and
resources that supply free sound effects. There will be sound effects of the bugs
chomping on the bones, and each bug may have there own distinct chomping noise.
Players will hear the bandages wrapping the mummy. When the game shakes, knocking
the bugs off of the screen, there will be a sound effect for that as well.
The original artwork will be based on drawings and pictures of ancient Egyptian
sculptures. The look of every object will be in 2D. We will make original drawings and
scan them into Photoshop or Illustrator to produce the art objects. We will have drawings
of beetles, spiders, scorpions, the mummy, skeletons, hammers, jars, bandages, and
various Egyptian-like backgrounds. There will be the same background for each level
because the mummy will be in the same spot.
The entire visual layout will be Egyptian-themed, including the main menu
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buttons and the backgrounds for each screen that is not a level, using colors associated
with the period. This will mostly be done in Photoshop or Illustrator.

Sound Elements
A multitude of sound elements will help bring our game together. Each time a
button is clicked on the menu, a certain sound will play indicating that the button has
been clicked. Background music will also play over the animated introduction. When at
least one bug is on the screen, a crawling sound will indicate there are bugs to be dealt
with.
The crawling sound will change into an eating sound when at least one bug is
eating on the skeleton, indicating that you need to start dealing with the bugs as soon as
possible. Each time you use the hammer, there will be a sound to indicate that the bug
has been squished. A misty type of sound will play when the poison is used to match it
being shown on screen when used.
We will have sound every time the bandage is wrapping a body part. Every time
a bug is flicked away from the screen, there will be sound indicating that the flick was
successful.
Music is important to complement the overall feel. The menu screen, instruction
screen, and credits screen will all have the same music. Each level will have the same
melody to match the menu, credit, and instruction screens, but each level will have a
different kick, or beat, to it.
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User Profile
Demographic
The focus demographic for the game would range from young kids to young
adults (8-27), but this sort of game could appeal to almost anyone. No violence is
involved and the controls are not complex. The reach of this game could extend very far
because of the explosion of smart phones using the Android operating system hitting the
market, as a report in May 2010 indicated that Android-based phones outsold iPhones in
the first quarter of 2010.
The game is a fun and simple one that makes use of an advanced technology to
which the public is slowly adapting. However, those who can play this game are most
likely those who can afford a data plan to download the game onto their phone, or have
enough money to spend on a touch-capable computer or app-enabled device like an
Android phone. Some people are privileged to have such devices, while others are not.
Because of this, financial status could have a limiting factor on the reach of this game.

Technological Skill
Controls for this game are very simple. Because of the technology it makes use
of, those who have a capable touch-screen will be able to play it. This game could be
played with a mouse.
Gestural interfaces tend to ease the experience of interacting with something
because the input is more human-like rather than machine-like, so the learning curve for
this game is not steep. We are sure those who know how to operate a multitouch device
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like an Android phone or the HP Touchsmart computer, for example, will know how to
play this game since the controls are not complex at all.

User Goals
The goal of this game is quite simple - swipe those bugs away while dragging the
bandages to the bones! The bugs will eat away at the skeleton if they get to it, lowering
your score as they eat more.

User Needs
With this type of a game, the user would need something that is not too repetitive
and is just plain fun. Those who do have touch devices, for example, seem to like the
simplicity and originality of the games ported to their favorite system. We assume the
user wants something that is fun, original, and would eat up several minutes of their
time.

User Desires
The user is going to want an ideal and easy-going interface. The controls should
not be complex and the overall learning curve should not be steep. Ideally, the user
should be able to just start the game without reading the instructions and begin playing
without the need to think for more than a few seconds.
The user is going to desire breaks, so the need for an effective pause screen and
different body parts will help out. The user may also crave originality, but with a
recognizable interface - controls similar to other touch-based games, "health" points, and
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a familiar character (a mummy). Bugs will take over the screen gradually so that users
can handle wrapping the mummy while swiping the bugs away.
The user is probably not going to want to pay more than $2 for this type of game.
For initial release, we will allow free downloads.

Use Case #1
I was pretty bored in my room with nothing to do, so I decided to look for games
for my Droid. I found this one game called "Egyptian Bug Slayer" that sounded
somewhat interesting so I decided to download it. It didn't cost that much anyway. After
it was downloaded, I clicked on the instructions so I can figure out the objective of it, and
it seemed pretty clear for a mobile game.
I pressed play and found myself looking at a mummy limb. I started to drag the
bandages to the arm to wrap it up but then I saw some bugs crawling towards it. I
furiously tried to wipe them away. They moved slowly anyway so I slowed down and
tried to drag the bandages again. They wouldn't stop, so I dragged my poison jar on top
of them to stop them. I went back and forth from the mummy to the bugs and I finally
wrapped the entire arm.
When I got to the next level, I noticed that the bugs moved a little faster, however,
so I had to be faster with my movements. I finished that level, too, although it took me
longer because it was harder than the first. But then the third level came up, and this time,
it was the leg. I decided to try using the hammer by double-tapping a bug because it
seemed fun – and gross – thinking how a squished bug would look. So I double-tapped
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and smashed a scarab beetle and it looked cool, but I also noticed that it messed up my
skeleton a little bit since the bug was eating. I don't think I will use that anymore. I
finished that level, and then got to the other leg and finish that as well.
Next was the head. I bet this was the last body part since there's nothing else left.
The bugs moved miraculously fast and I had almost zero time to drag the bandages. I
tried wiping them away with one hand so I could use my other hand to drag. It worked,
but it was extremely difficult because I'm not that much of a multitasker and it's even
faster than the last level. They became overwhelming so I lost this level. I restarted it and
tried again, and this time I barely finished the mummy but I won the game. That gave me
somewhat of a rush, and now I'm on edge.
But it was fun and entertaining nonetheless.

Use Case #2
I was 20 minutes early to class and had no homework to do. I decided to pull out
my Android phone and play this new game I recently downloaded. The game, "Egyptian
Bug Slayer", looked like it could be fun and I've been meaning to try it out.
After launching the game, a menu screen appeared that clearly had an Egyptian
theme. A menu came up with the options of "Play" and "Instructions." I chose the
"Instructions" button so I could find out how the game works. The instructions went
step-by-step explaining the gameplay and how to kill off each of the bugs. After looking
over them for about 45 seconds I thought I had a pretty good grasp of what I was
supposed to do. I went back to the menu screen and chose the "Play" button.
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When I clicked the play button everything on the screen slid off as an arm bone,
poison bottle, and bandage slid on. I remembered from the instructions that I was
supposed to start wrapping the skeleton by dragging the bandages to different parts of the
hand. I dragged the bandage to the lower part of the hand and the bandage automatically
started wrapping it. Three different kinds of bugs were on the bottom of the screen so I
flicked them off with my fingers like the instructions told me to. One of the bugs – the
scorpion – wouldn't flick away, though. In fact, it stung me! I double-tapped the
scorpion and it squished with green guts spilling out before disappearing from the screen.
When the bottom of the hand was finished wrapping, I dragged a bandage to a finger and
then to the others. The bugs continued coming back and trying to eat the bone, but I kept
flicking them away and squishing them. The spiders always flew off the screen as I
flicked them, but the scorpions and scarab beetles were a bit more difficult. I had to flick
the beetle several times for it to get off the screen or double-tap it five times to squish it.
The bugs ate some of the bone, but I got the entire arm and hand wrapped quick enough
that they didn't do too much damage.
The screen then changed to show the other hand and I repeated the process of
wrapping and getting rid of bugs.
Next was a leg. I began the wrapping just like on the arms, but this time there
was a significantly larger amount of bugs. I had to move my fingers quicker to keep the
wrapping going and to keep the bugs off the bone. I dragged the poison with my finger
down to the bugs and when I let go a gas covered the screen and the bugs all froze in
place. The wrapping continued and I could tell this was giving me a huge advantage.
When the bugs became unfrozen I only had to flick for about 10 seconds before the
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entire leg was wrapped.
The other leg was very similar to the first, only the bugs became even more
intense. When I used the hammer it squashed a few bugs. It helped me out a lot, but I
still had my work cut out keeping the bugs from the bone. It got to the point where I
couldn't keep every bug away and continue the wrapping, so I just let some take a few
bites. After awhile the leg was finished being wrapped.
The last body part to wrap was the head. When the bugs ate the remaining bone
before I could get it wrapped there was a pop-up that said I had lost. A score appeared
telling me how much of the skeleton I got wrapped before the bugs caught up. There
were two buttons along with my score, asking me to retry and return to main menu.
At this point it was time for me to go to class so I decided to quit by hitting the
home button on the Droid. I walked into class feeling defeated but I knew I could beat it
so I planned on playing again after class. I was intrigued by the game and wanted
nothing more than to be faster than the bugs and win the game.

Technical Specifications
Function
Name

Object Effected Called By

Description

Buttons:
moveFrame(5) instructions,
credits

A combined function with a passed
TOUCH_TAP variable. The variable tells the
function which frame to move to.

loadGame()

Play the game - loads bugs, starts
TOUCH_TAP movement, loads the surface, variables
zeroed out.

Buttons: play

Instructions
Function
Object

Called By

Description
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Name

Effected

Buttons:
nextScreen,
moveFrame(5)
back,
mainMenu
Credits
Function
Name

Object
Effected

A combined function with a passed
variable. The variable tells the function
which frame to move to. In this case,
TOUCH_TAP
calling the function for each button can
move the player back to the main menu,
to the next screen, or back one screen.
Called By

moveFrame(5) Button: back TOUCH_TAP

Description
Same as before, function moves the player
back to the main menu frame.

In Game and Pause Screen
Function
Object
Called By
Name
Effected
addBugs(), decompose(),
MovieClip: pauseGame(),
moveBug()
bug object
deployPoison(),
hammerTime()
addBugs()

bugChomp()

Description
Moves the bugs around the
game. Stopped by
resetGame(), quitGame().

loadGame(), resetGame,
newGame(), nextGame()

Adds the bugs to the screen.

moveBug()

Called by moveBug(), when
the bug reaches a specified
point on the screen, start the
bug chomp.

Function
Name

Object Effected

resetGame()

Bug objects, body
parts, objects on
screen, wrapping
animations

Called By

Description

TOUCH_TAP

Reset score variables, clear
all bug objects on screen,
reset the body part objects.

quitGame()

Bug objects,
wrapping animations, TOUCH_TAP
objects on screen

Calls moveFrame(5), stops
everything on the screen,
and moves to the main
menu.

se()

Graphic:
mainBodyPart,
decomposedParts

MovieClip:
bugObject

When the bug starts "chomping" at
the flesh, remove a part of the
image and replace it with a
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decomposed image when the
chomping animation loops once.
When the last image is loaded, the
bug moves again.
deployPoison()

MovieClips: bug
objects

TOUCH_TAP

Remove a number of bugs that are
present on the screen.

hammerTime()

MovieClips: bug
objects

Double tap
event

Remove a number of bugs from the
screen by double tapping.

Function Name

matchLocation()

wrapAnim()

Object
Effected

Called By

Description

TOUCH_DOWN,
MovieClip:
TOUCH_UP,
wraps
TOUCH_MOVE

When a person touches the wraps
to wrap a part of the body during
the game, call this function to
match the x,y location of the object.
When the person drops it on a part,
"drop it" and begin the animation to
wrap the part.

MovieClip:
matchLocation()
bodyPart

When the person drops a wrap on a
specified part, start the wrapping
animation. Remove an available
x,y coordinate which a bug can bite
into. Bugs at this location will start
to move again.

Review Frame
Function
Object Effected Called By
Name

Description

quitGame()

none

TOUCH_TAP

Call moveFrame(), to move to the
main menu.

loadScore()

Dynamic Text:
score

none

Load the score onto the screen.

nextGame()

none

TOUCH_TAP

Call moveFrame() to move to the
"next game."
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Figure 7: First draft of node map for the game

Production Schedule
Date

Phase

Tuesday

Phase 4

February 23, 2010

Paper Test

Goal

Design the paper test.

Thursday

Phase 4

Design the paper test.

February 25, 2010

Paper Test

Design: Digital versions of

Assignment Due
Design: Final bug and key
elements scanned on the
computer, ready to be edited.
Audio: Audio Schedule
Programming: Multitouch
research completed.
Design: Digitally perfected
versions of bugs and key by
the beginning of class.
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bugs and key finished.
Audio: To know exactly how
much audio will be needed

Audio: Listing each audio that
is needed
Programming: Multitouch
surface made out.

Programming: Sample
program using MT surface.
Conduct the paper test.
Design: Ideas for background
images and opening screen.
Tuesday
March 2, 2010

Phase 4
Paper Test

Audio: To find out where each
piece of audio will come from
Programming: Tapping switching between bug
animation sequences on
timeline.

Design: 3 ideas for each
background image (4 levels, 2
other menu items) and 5 ideas
for opening screen.
Audio: Research Audio
Programming: Sample
program made moving objects
on screen and tapping to
control items.

Review results of paper test

Thursday

Phase 4

March 4, 2010

Paper Test

Design: Narrow down ideas to
best one for each screen.
Audio: Know exactly where
each piece of audio will come
from

Design:
Audio: Research Audio
Programming:
Implementation of moveable
items.

Programming: Control and AI
Divide up work on alpha
version

Tuesday

Phase 5

March 9, 2010

Alpha

Design: Finalized background
images and opening screen.
Audio: To make the
standard background music
Programming: Puzzle key
logic.

Thursday

Phase 5

March 11, 2010

Alpha

Build initial alpha version.
Will complete after spring
break.

Design: Turn approved
background images into real
working images in the game.
Audio: Make the background
music
Programming: Moving bugs
which target area on screen
implemented. Event listeners
implemented to stop the
action.
Design: 3 concepts per
animation hand-drawn.

Audio: Make 6 different
Design: Conceptualize between variatons of the background
music
level animations
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Audio: To make 6 different
Programming: Coordinate
variatons of the backgroudn
detection system in place to
music (Same melody, different solve puzzle.
kicks)
Programming: Buttons and
touchup - pause screen, score
screen, credits, introduction
notes, and transitional
animations.
Tuesday
Spring Break
March 16, 2010
-Revise production schedule
for the latter half of the
semester

Thursday
Spring Break
March 18, 2010

-Come up with weekly
meeting times

Sunday
March 21, 2010

Paper Test

Re-organize after spring break

Paper Test

Working towards a paper test.

Paper Test

Working towards a paper test

Paper Test

Create rough draft rubrics.
Begin skeleton layout of paper
test.

Paper Test

Revise rubrics for a final draft.
Have a working version of the
test, with some assets.

Revised design documents,
artwork. Walk cycles.
Programming improvements.

2-6 p.m. in GCC
Tuesday
March 23, 2010
Thursday
March 25, 2010
Friday
March 26, 2010

Questions for test. Decide on
assets to be complete and
placeholder assets.

2-6 p.m. in GCC
Sunday
March 28, 2010
2-6 p.m. meeting in GCC
Paper Test

Paper test works

Paper test due. Artwork for
test complete. Sounds
complete. Working Flash
version complete.

Paper Test

Finalize paper test

Paper test revisions due.

Tuesday
March 30, 2010
Thursday
April 1, 2010
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Friday
April 2, 2010

Paper Test

Get some feedback, finally!

Prepare test at 12. Open up at
1. Estimated 1 hour per
person. Preferably, everyone
should be present.

Alpha

Analyze feedback from paper
test.

Organize and prepare data for
presentation.

Alpha

Working towards an alpha
version.

12-8 p.m. meeting in GCC
Sunday
April 4, 2010 – Easter
2-6 p.m. meeting in GCC
Tuesday
April 6, 2010

Thursday
Alpha
April 8, 2010

Working towards an alpha
version.

Friday
April 9, 2010

Alpha

Working towards an alpha
version.

Alpha

Working towards an alpha
version.

2-6 p.m. meeting in GCC

Sunday
April 11, 2010
2-6 p.m. meeting in GCC

-walk cycles
-instructions (w/ animations)
-continued programming
progress
-artwork for different states;
poison; inventory
-revise asset list
-re-record and clip sounds
-instructions
-alpha test materials
(moderator, anecdotal, rubric)
-finish walk cycles
-smashed animations
-record new sounds; clip best
results
-flickable bugs
-crushed bones
-interface layout
-crack poison
-incorporate walk cycles,
animations, sounds
-score system
-wrap function
-smashed states
-begin retrieving old design
documents to compile into the
finished PDF

Tuesday
Alpha

Alpha version complete

Alpha

Last-minute alpha revisions.

April 13, 2010
Thursday
April 15, 2010
Friday

Alpha Test

Collect data and feedback to
make revisions for an alpha

Prepare test at 12. Open up at
1. Estimated 45 minutes max
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April 16, 2010

version.

per person. Preferably,
everyone should be present.

12-5 p.m. in GCC
Sunday
April 18, 2010

Alpha

2-6 p.m. meeting in GCC
Tuesday
April 20, 2010
Beta
1:30-2:45 p.m.
8-11:30 p.m.

-Top 5 revisions and how we’ll
fix them.
See what we need to revise for a -compile anecdotal
beta version
information
-compile video information
-compile data tabulation
-implement bug speed and
rotation
-instructions finished
-new bugs completed for
Working toward a beta version.
integration
-assemble layout, put together
a title screen

Wednesday
April 21, 2010

Beta

8-11 p.m.
Thursday
April 22, 2010
Working toward a beta version.

Beta

-all audio recaptured/edited/cut
for implementation
Working toward a beta version.
-glowing bones integrated,
region correction

Beta

Working toward a beta version

Beta

Working toward a beta version. -finalize wrapping animation

Beta

Working toward a release
candidate after today.

1:30-2:45 p.m.
8:00-11:30 p.m.
Friday
April 23, 2010
2-6 p.m. meeting in GCC
Saturday
April 24, 2010

-cracked bones for the rest of
the levels

Beta

-finalize walk cycles, animated
states for all bugs

2-6 p.m. in GCC
Sunday
April 25, 2010
2-6 p.m. meeting in GCC
Tuesday
April 27, 2010

Beta version complete
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1:30-2:45 p.m.
8-11:30 p.m.
Wednesday
April 28, 2010

Release candidate

Working towards a release
candidate.

8-11 p.m.
Thursday
April 29, 2010
Release candidate
1:30-2:45 p.m.
8-9:30 p.m.
Friday
April 30, 2010

Release candidate

2-6 p.m. meeting in GCC
Sunday
May 2, 2010

Release candidate

See what we need to revise for
our release candidate.

Release candidate

Last-minute final revisions

Release candidate

Have a working release
candidate.

Release candidate

Submit a release candidate to Release candidate is due at
Jim, begin work on finalizing noon. We will work again
everything.
starting at 5.

Final release candidate

Finish assets. Work on
gameplay.

2-6 p.m. meeting in GCC
Tuesday
May 4, 2010
1:30-2:45 p.m.
8-9:30 p.m.
Wednesday
May 5, 2010

Submit all assets for release
candidate. Integrate all of these
into the game.

8-11 p.m.
Thursday
May 6, 2010
12-2 p.m.
5-9 p.m.
Friday
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May 7, 2010
1-5 p.m.
Saturday
May 8, 2010

All completed assets are to be
completed and uploaded to
Assembla for David.

Final release candidate

Lock assets for integration.

Final release candidate

Begin compiling design
documents.

Final release candidate

Work on design documents.

Final release candidate

Complete the working game

Final game. Tomorrow, we
can come in without any
pressure to finish.

Final release candidate

Final release candidate

Final release candidate.
PDF of game design
document. All appendices.
Usability findings. Website.
Open demo of the final
game.

Final release candidate

Final release candidate

Work on errors Jim
discovered last night.

Final release candidate

Final release candidate

Finish working out errors
and finish a game before 7
a.m., so Jim can grade it.

1-5 p.m.
Sunday
May 9, 2010
7-9 p.m.
Monday
May 10, 2010
2-4 p.m.
Tuesday
May 11, 2010
2:30 p.m. until 1:15 a.m.
Wednesday
May 12, 2010
Public Demo
12-2 p.m.
7 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
Thursday
May 13, 2010
12-11 p.m.
Friday
May 14, 2010
8-3 p.m. at Iona Group
7 p.m. to finish
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Figure 8: Paper/Flash test flow chart
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Figure 9: The interface for the paper/Flash build

The Paper/Flash Build
Our first major deadline was the paper test, in which we set out to make the basic
functionality of a game. While we called it a paper test, we actually went a step further
and compiled an early game using Flash. Graphics were in early stages, and gameplay
functionality was being decided based on what the users were noticing. In order to help
eliminate biased results, our team tested the game created by Team Fast Rocket, and they
moderated the testing of our game. As they noticed five major trending issues, we came
up with ways to fix them for our alpha build. Though as we got further into the process,
we didn’t follow specifically what we had planned.
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To find a complete breakdown of all the data recorded, please see Appendix A on
page 59 of this design document. There, the reader will see our thought process behind
coming up with solutions to these problems.

Top 5 Revisions from the Paper/Flash Test
Based on the analysis of Team Fast Rocket, we have five items that we need to
adjust for the alpha version of our game. We have ranked these by priority.
1. Change our scoring structure.
2. Show damage to the bones.
3. Clarify the instructions.
4. Make it clear how a user can get rid of the scorpion, as well as all the bugs.
5. Integrate our theme with the title screen.

Figure 10: This shows no score progression at all.
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First, we must make major changes to our scoring structure. We decided there
will be a vertical progression bar at the top. The bar will be essentially two meters into
one. The first meter will begin filled. As the bugs eat away at it, the meter will decrease.
The other meter will show how much of the skeleton has been wrapped by the user.
Where these two meters meet is the final score for the level. If no bugs bite the skeleton
throughout the level, there will be a score multiplier. Since there is a default of one jar of
poison per level, the multiplier will increase the amount of times a user can unleash the
poison.

Figure 11: Even with the bugs seemingly eating away at the bone, the bone didn't
show any damage.
Next, we have to make sure to show damage to the bones. Plans were in place to
do this already, but the paper test allowed us to think of a better way of going about doing
this. After so many chomps, or loops, the bone will show damage. We plan on having
five different states, ranging from completely healthy bones to being relegated to dust.
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Figure 12: This amount of text didn't resonate with the user on how to play the
game.
Third, we realized the instructions needed to be made clearer to the user. We
have decided to break up the instructions over several screens. The first will give some
context as to what is happening in the game – i.e., the user is wrapping a mummy – and
that they must drag bandages to specific appendages. The second screen will say
something like, “This is how you flick a spider,” while showing an animation flicking the
spider. To not completely talk down to the users, we will provide some text that talks
about how some bugs may be harder to flick (in reference to the spider). The other two
will explain that the user can use a hammer by double-tapping, and the poison will be
used to clear all bugs from the screen.
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Figure 13: The user didn’t know what the scorpion does.
We also realized that users in the paper test were confused about how the scorpion
works. When the scorpion is touched with anything but a double-tap, it will “sting” the
user. Without full support of vibration, the screen will flash white really fast and for two
seconds, the user will be unable to touch anything on the screen. This represents the
user’s “stung” state as the bugs inch closer to the skeleton.
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Figure 14: The first concept for the game didn't integrate much of our theme.
Finally, it seems like more people wanted us to integrate more of our theme into
the title screen. Instead of using our original idea of the narrative explaining how the
mummy died, we now would like to proceed with an interactive title screen. A few bugs
can enter the screen to start eating away at the title, while some text prompts the user to
wrap the title in bandages to keep it in tact. It would essentially act as a demonstration
without the user having to play the game. The user could, however, begin playing right
away without having to eliminate the bugs right away.
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Figure 15: Kristen completely overhauled the interface and assets.

The Alpha Build
After we made our paper test with Flash, the alpha build was the next logical step.
The goal for the alpha was to complete an entire level, with all of the assets functioning.
We didn’t meet that goal as well as we would have liked because the level was not totally
complete, but we did have enough done to give us some valuable user feedback.
Like the paper test, we moderated a test for the other team while they moderated a
test for us. As they noticed five trending issues among players, we came up with
solutions for them.
To find a complete breakdown of all the data recorded, please see Appendix B of
this design document on page 62.
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Top 5 Revisions from the Alpha Test
Based on the analysis of Team Fast Rocket, we have ranked five items to revise
for the beta version of our game. Most of them have to do with clarity for the user.
1. Improve upon the gesture functionality.
2. Make it more clear how to wrap the bone.
3. Alter how and where the bugs enter.
4. Signal the bug has clearly been eliminated with visuals and audio.
5. Explain the scoring.

Figure 16: Without instructions, it was hard for the user to tell what was going on.
First, instructions were not included in the alpha version. This was done
deliberately to put our emphasis on gameplay. Instructions will be included in the beta
version, along with the animations that will go along with them. We will keep the drag-
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and-drop functionality of the bandages, and the bugs will be looking in the direction they
are coming onto the screen and eating.

Figure 17: Users didn't know where to drag the bandages to.
To help users more clearly understand how the bandages wrap, we decided we
would add a glow feature before the user drops the bandage. The menu select sound,
already familiar to users, will play when the user hovers over an appropriate area. There
will also be an animation of the bone wrapping instead of the fade-in effect that was used
for the alpha.
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Figure 18: In this version, bugs came from only the bottom. In the future, they will
come from 3 sides.
For the beta, the bugs will spawn from at least three sides of the hand – the left,
bottom and top side. Bugs coming from a particular side will also focus on a particular
region of the bone, so bugs coming from the bottom would focus on bones toward the
bottom and so on. In addition, bugs will walk on slower, and we plan on eliminating the
tweener class that is currently associated with the bugs.
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Figure 19: Bugs did not have squished states at this point.
When bugs are eliminated, a sound and a state change are in store. Squished
states will be instituted for the beta, so a scarab or scorpion will twitch for a bit before
fading out.
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Figure 20: Each bug will have a different score attached to it.
Finally, scoring will be calculated based on what bugs are eliminated. Each bug
will have a different score associated with it. This was not implemented for the alpha
version, where scoring was based on how much bone was wrapped.

The Beta Build
Because we were always working against the clock, we didn’t do a test for the
beta version. We felt our time would be better spent working on the game instead of
testing. However, a beta was still due in class. Since we were far behind an alpha
version, our beta was actually our alpha. For our beta, we worked on issues with the
wrapping of the bone, with the walk cycles of all the bugs, and started talking about what
the bugs would actually do when they arrived at the bone. We also changed the name
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from Egyptian Bug Chomp to Egyptian Bug Slayer since testers seemed not to like
“Chomp,” as our data indicated from the alpha test.
The beta was a good landing spot between the alpha and the final release
candidate because it really gave us a look at what we needed to create, alter, or forget
about for the final version. We really needed to implement the instructions and credits
screens, add a few sounds for the completion of the bone wrapping, and really develop
screens for winning and losing. Alterations included a lot of resizing of the bugs and the
HUD elements, adjusting the levels of the audio, and fix a lot of errors. We finally
decided at this point not to include the intro that we had planned since the beginning
because it was going to take too much time, as well as eliminate wrapping the torso since
it was just one piece and would be boring. We were also asked to come up with ideas we
dreamed about adding that would never make it, and our programmer David suggested
having one giant boss bug at the end of the game that would annihilate a bone.
As was the motto throughout the semester, we needed to focus on gameplay,
gameplay, gameplay.
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Figure 21: With an improved interface and assets, this is the final look.

The Final Release Candidate
Like the beta, we didn’t perform usability testing for a release candidate. But we
did notice some changes that needed to be made between the beta and the final version.
For example, we implemented the scorpion’s sting animation. We had worked on
wrapping animations for the bandages, but we realized with what time we had left, they
just were not feasible to implement for the final candidate. Bugs didn’t walk along a
crooked path as had been talked about, but continued to come straight for their region.
They were also not allowed to eat on the inside of the bones and digits.
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Final Thoughts
In an effort to provide the best feedback for our game and IM 313 as a whole, we
essentially interviewed ourselves in a look back on our process throughout the semester.
This is a reflection of what we were able to accomplish, though a lot of this contains our
final thoughts on advice and tips we would leave to future students who take this course.
This is a daunting challenge meant to raise the bar for the department, as well as to
prepare us for upcoming classes and a professional work environment.

Was DJ DAK successful in reaching the goals we defined?
Yes, due in large part to the expectations of the instructor.
As a group, we usually dedicated between 20-25 hours every week for the last
month or so. This doesn’t count how much we spent individually to bring our work to
the level it needed to be for when we had group meetings. Overall, we estimate well over
500 hours was put into this game between all of us combined.
We were also able to complete our mission because we broke down our overall
goal into different tasks and milestones using the project management tool, Assembla.
We would define a milestone for an activity – say, a usability test or a finishing some
documents. Under that milestone, we defined tasks to illustrate how we would reach that
milestone. Once all the tasks were complete, we checked off the milestone. At each
milestone, we reassessed what we wanted to accomplish and made realistic tasks to go
along with those. When all the milestones were done, we were able to complete our goal
of creating Egyptian Bug Slayer.
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The key component to reaching our goal, we think, was a clear communication
channel. We utilized Assembla to communicate tasks, and kept each other up to date
through text messaging, e-mail, phone, and in person, of course.

What were some challenges our team faced?
Our biggest challenge by far was time. Being college students and having to
complete work for other classes on top of this was extremely difficult to balance. Having
a job made it even harder sometimes. We severely underestimated the time commitment
that went into not only the end goal, but also the individual milestones along the way.
Unfortunately, it seemed like we didn’t learn from this the first time and did it repeatedly.
DJ DAK did not complete our goals for our paper test and our alpha test. This
was mainly due to poor planning and not scheduling enough time.
Another challenge was the fact that none of us had ever taken a class with this
professional of an environment. There was a noticeable difference between deliverables
we might’ve turned in for another class and the deliverables we produced for this. We
analyzed almost every aspect of this game in great detail. Because of this, it was hard for
us to know exactly what was expected throughout the semester with every single piece,
so we were often reprimanded for not completing certain tasks and/or were asked to redo
certain assets. There were lots of revisions.
Finally, the last major challenge was teaching ourselves how to use some of the
software and tools in that software. A few of us hadn’t used Adobe Flash in a long time,
so it was basically a time to relearn the program. The bone tool in Flash CS4 was a new
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addition that hadn’t been in the CS3 version that we all used in previous Interactive
Media courses.

What advice would you give to teams approaching this process?
Adjust your schedules and make this your first priority for the semester. More
than anything, this class is an intensive exercise in time management. Be prepared to
spend lots of late nights working on the project.
Also be prepared for lots of criticism, and don’t get too attached to the items you
create. All of those hours you spend working on something may end up being for
nothing in the end. You will more than likely have to redo or rethink an aspect entirely.
Ask lots of questions. This process is probably new for you, so inquire what you
should get out of the process and how you can improve the next time around. Even
though we might not have had it right the first time around, we would always ask enough
to get a clear answer and figure out a way to deliver.
Know your strengths coming into the class. If you have an obvious strength, use
it. We were wisely split into groups at the start of the semester so that we didn’t get stuck
with two programmers and no designers, for example. We had a specialist in
programming, audio, and design, and we eventually found our animation expert.
Get to know people in your class who are in the same major. Even if you don’t
want to know anybody, you will after spending so much time with them.
Don’t base your progress on what another group is putting together. Focus all of
your energy into your project. If you think the other team is doing better than you, you
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are not motivated to make anything. If you think your project is better than the other
team’s, you might only want to do better than what they’re doing and you won’t reach
your full potential.

How will this change how you define, design, develop, and deploy in the
future?
We decided the first thing we would do is commit more time. As we reached the
end of the semester, we realized that we wish we would’ve gotten more tasks out of the
way sooner.
Now, we understand the process a little better and what’s involved. Going into
the class, we didn’t. We think that if we did this again, we would have a better idea and
be able to prepare better deliverables.
We would also define a concrete idea earlier. We struggled with coming up with
a solid idea early, and this delayed us from proceeding with the design stage. In the
future, we would set specifics at the beginning of the project, and work with them as we
went along. DJ DAK spent a lot of time figuring out specifics later, and this cost us time.
Finally, simplify. In the define stage, we were thinking way too broadly. Even a
simple project will take loads of time to do well. We were asked to simplify an idea so
we could have an outstanding final project, as opposed to coming up with a convoluted
idea and having it be sub-par.
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Appendices
Appendix A – Paper/Flash Test Usability Data – 4/2/10
(as recorded by Team Fast Rocket)
Could the user wrap the mummy's leg/foot in 1:00 or less?
yes

1

25%

no

3

75%

4

100%

0-3 seconds

1

25%

4-6 seconds

1

25%

7-9 seconds

1

25%

>10 seconds

1

25%

4

100%

leg

2

50%

toe

1

25%

foot

1

25%

4

100%

N/A

3

75%

pinky

1

25%

4

100%

yes

1

25%

no

3

75%

4

100%

yes

3

75%

no

1

25%

4

100%

yes

2

50%

no

2

50%

4

100%

yes

4

100%

no

0

0%

4

100%

How long it took to click/drag the bandage the first time:

Which part of the leg did the user wrap first?

If the user wrapped the toe first, what toe did they choose?

Did the user like dragging the bandages?

Was finding a range to place the bandages difficult?

Did the bugs coming closer threaten the user?

Could the user get rid of a spider?
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How easy was it to get rid of a spider?
1

1

25%

2

3

75%

4

100%

yes

4

100%

no

0

0%

4

100%

1

2

50%

2

2

50%

4

100%

yes

4

100%

no

0

0%

4

100%

1

1

25%

2

3

75%

4

100%

yes

0

0%

no

4

100%

4

100%

yes

2

50%

no

2

50%

4

100%

yes

1

25%

no

3

75%

4

100%

4

100%

<20%

3

75%

21-50%

1

25%

4

100%

Could the user get rid of a scarab beetle?

How easy was it to get rid of a scarab beetle?

Could the user get rid of a scorpion?

How easy was it to get rid of a scorpion?

Could the user stun the bugs with the poison?

Did the user pay attention to the score?

Did the scoring make sense to the user?

Level of understanding the mission of the game:
2
How much of the leg was wrapped at the 1:00 mark?
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How easy were the bugs to smash?
1

2

50%

2

2

50%

4

100%

2

1

25%

3

2

50%

4

1

25%

4

100%

How effective was the flick sound?

Did the user feel threatened that the bugs kept coming closer?
yes

2

50%

no

2

50%

4

100%

1

1

25%

3

3

75%

4

100%

3

2

50%

4

2

50%

4

100%

2

1

25%

3

2

50%

4

1

25%

4

100%

3

3

75%

4

1

25%

4

100%

1

1

25%

3

3

75%

4

100%

1

1

25%

3

3

75%

4

100%

Satisfaction of eliminating a bug?

What did the user think of the colors of the bugs?

What did the user think of the background music?

How did the user think the music fit the overall theme?

Sound effects in relation to the background music?

How did the user think the gameplay fit the overall theme?
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How accomplished did the user feel after playing?
1

3

75%

3

1

25%

4

100%

Egyptian Bug Assault

1

25%

Other

3

75%

Which title did the user prefer?

4
100%
If the user has/had an iPod Touch or iPhone, would they download this
game?
1

3

75%

3

1

25%

4

100%

Appendix B – Alpha Test Usability Data – 4/16/10
(as recorded by Team Fast Rocket)
Level of understanding the instructions
1

1

17%

2

1

17%

3

2

33%

4

2

33%

6

100%

What the user did to start wrapping the mummy's arm
clicked

5

83%

didn't click bandage

1

17%

6

100%

How long it took to click the bandage the first time
1-3 seconds

4

67%

4-6 seconds

2

33%

6

100%

Which part of the hand would the user want to wrap first?
arm

5

83%

fingers

1

17%

6

100%

yes

5

83%

no

1

17%

6

100%

Did the user like dragging the bandages?
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Did the bugs coming closer intimidate the user?
yes

5

83%

no

1

17%

6

100%

click and drag

5

83%

did not click and drag

1

17%

6

100%

How would the user get rid of a spider?

How would the user get rid of a scarab beetle?
click and drag

5

83%

did not click and drag

1

17%

6

100%

click and drag

5

83%

did not click and drag

1

17%

6

100%

2

1

17%

3

1

17%

4

4

67%

6

100%

2

3

50%

3

2

33%

4

1

17%

6

100%

How would the user get rid of a scorpion?

How easy were the bugs easy to smash?

How effective was the flick sound?

Did the user feel threatened that the bugs kept coming closer?
yes

2

33%

no

4

67%

6

100%

Satisfaction of dragging/double-clicking the bug
2

2

33%

3

3

50%

4

1

17%

6

100%

What did the user think of the colors of the bugs?
2

1

17%

3

3

50%

4

2

33%

6

100%
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What did the user think of the background music?
1

1

17%

3

5

83%

6

100%

How do the user think the music fit the overall theme?
2

1

17%

3

2

33%

4

3

50%

6

100%

Sound effects in relationship to the background music
2

2

33%

3

4

67%

6

100%

How do the user think the gameplay fit the overall theme?
2

1

17%

3

4

67%

4

1

17%

6

100%

Show Me the Mummy

1

17%

Egyptian Bug Chomp

3

50%

Into the Tomb

2

33%

6

100%

Which title does the user prefer?

How accomplished did the user feel after playing?
2

1

17%

3

4

67%

4

1

17%

6

100%
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